POLL QUESTION 1: NI ASSEMBLY ELECTION - If a NI Assembly Election were to be held tomorrow which political party would you vote for as FIRST PREFERENCE?

**NI Assembly Election - 2017**
- DUP: 28.1%
- Sinn Féin: 27.0%

**LT NI-Wide Representative Poll - October 2020**
- Alliance Party: 24%
- SDLP: 24%

**LT NI-Wide Representative Poll - January 2021**
- DUP: 19%
- Sinn Féin: 18%

---

**NORTHERN IRELAND (NI) RESULTS:**
**NI Representative**
- (2,295 responses - NI-Wide)
- PROJECTED NI VOTE SHARE
- excluding Non-Voters/Don't Knows

2,295 responses (18+ age-group) - NI-Wide. Audited/Weighted to be NI representative via 17 NI demographic measurements.
LT NI Tracker Poll - Poll Period: 22nd - 25th January 2021. All data results are accurate to a margin of error of +/-2.3% at 95% confidence.

LucidTalk (LT) is a member of the British Polling Council (BPC), and ESOMAR (European Society of Market Research Organisations). All LT projects are carried out to the professional standards specified by the BPC and also AIMRO (Association of Irish Market Research organisations).